Akashic dolphin healing mentorship
diving into the depth of your soul’s wisdom and reclaiming ease and flow in
your life

A five weeks online journey back to your essence
This is for you, if you basically want to:
- Let go of any blocks hindering you to take the next decision or to get clarity around an
area of confusion or not knowing.
- Reclaim your power, discovering your own inner wisdom to be shared with the world.
- Activate your ability to step out of stuckness and to create a life in alignment with your
essence.
In this 5 weeks course you will find:
 Clarity in your current area of confusion or not knowing.
 Healing of old wounds, you might not even be aware of and which are holding you
back in stepping further on your unique soul’s path.
 Clearing blocks (also from other lifetimes), still energetically present in your system.
 Your unique ability to create your world and reality in ways you can meet your soul’s
longing
 Inspiration, joy and a deeper connection to your intuition
 Empowerment beyond your minds capacity of believing what might be possible.
 A lot of empowering, freeing and joyful wisdom from the dolphins, helping you to find
back to your truth.
I’ll guide you thoroughly and individually online in the safety of your own home
through the process back to yourself. My guidance skills are based on my own rich
soul’s journey:
 Certified Soul Art guide (Bodymapping and Chakras), holding private and business
group workshops and 1 on 1 sessions
 PhD in Social and Economical Psychology and grade in emergency Psychology
 MBA in Leadership and Changemanagement
 Shamanic roots, explorations and guidance based on environmental and animal
communication
 Flower of life Akashic Level 1 Certified Guide (Mentor: Tara Preston)
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Details about the epic play- and joyful 5 weeks online course

Reclaiming ease and flow in your life: how?
Details about the course
Working with the Akasha is a beautiful journey into a myriad of possibilities for healing,
creation and aligning to your highest path and purpose. Combined with the deep wisdom of
the dolphins we create a field of new opportunities and alchemic energies. Together we clear
the channels that allow us to step into our next level of empowerment.






All there is needed for this journey is an open heart. You’ll be guided in ways to easily
support your unique way of expression.
5 weeks: We meet every week for one hour online to go through the single steps and to
keep the process going in a clear and safe container, and to hold space for questions.
Between the sessions the freed energies will continue to work on and as you.
The course can be hold in English or in German
Regular investment into your transformation and empowerment: 555.- Euro, or 2 pay
option bi-weekly (each 260.- Euro).

Testimonials
“Janine leads the workshop with a brilliant balance between instructing, inspiring, assisting
and letting the creativity flow. I think all participants gained a lot of valuable insights and
became committed to explore new routes. Thank you Janine for helping us to unearth
buried and hidden crossroads.” (Jürg)
“Janine managed to create a group with an incredible energy (…) her awareness and
openness to what wanted to happen and to be created, allowed her to guide every one of
us in her/his own way. After calming my mind and opening my heart, answers to inner
questions, I wasn’t even aware of, appeared. BIG Thank you to Janine.“ (Diana)
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What is the akashic field or the Akasha?
The Akasha is an ancient pure energetic source of love, wisdom, healing and possibility from
which everything emerges. It exists as an intelligent invisible field of informations, beyond
space and time which has existed since the beginning of time – or even perhaps before any
of humanity’s concept of time.
Akasha is the Sanskrit word for sky, space or aether, some would consider it to be the 5th
element.
What is the role of the dolphins in this arrangement?
The dolphins bring their highly aligned and deep rooted wisdom through their spirit-energy
into the field to gain more clarity about what is important for you right now and to activate
energies of joy and flow to get you back on your soul’s path without struggles but with much
more ease.
Why doing this online Course?
Because you are deeply longing for clarity and for ending your running against walls and into
the same situations again and again, which lets you feel disempowered and stuck and tired.
You want to bring unique purpose in your life and to be what you came here for with your
unique contribution to the beauty of our world.
As you are guided through the 5 weeks Akashic dolphin healing mentorship program,
channels of your intuition will be opened, you can expect breakthroughs and insights
throughout the whole journey, as well as a feeling of lightness and clarity you were longing
for for such a long time.
Thank you for the courage to unravel the healing and alchemising beauty of your core
through being open to the wisdom of the akashic field, transported by dolphin spirit.
Option 1 on 1 private session:
If you first want to get to know me in a private and single 1 on 1 session, I gladly offer you an
akashic clearing and wisdom session just for you for 160 Euro in a one hour session. And if
you have any other questions, just reach out, so that I can answer them.

Be the magical powerful being of alchemy and beauty you are here to be! And dance
with your essence
Photocredits: Alle original pictures were taken by Kathleen Fisher, WildQuest, Bahamas
(Bimini) on my trip of swimming with the dolphins in 2019.
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Week 1: Introduction
Getting to know your pod, forming a community in a sacred safe container for
healing
Here the most important content of our call 1:
Getting acquainted to our energy field of our community
Getting to know the most important informations around the Akasha
Entering the akashic field to get a feeling of its power and wisdom
Answering questions, if there are any.
Preparing for the next step of entering the field intentionally.

Modul 2: Intention
Feeling into your shadow aspects calling for release
Here the most important content of call 2:
Finding an intention for this journey (I’ll guide you through this) with focus on an area of your
life you feel stuck or you would like to change something
Introduction to the dolphin spirits
Guided meditation to meet your shadow aspects
Diving into the akashic field to prepare the healing space (healing can already happen only
through stepping into the field consciously).
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Module 3: Insights
Bringing your light of insight to the surface
Here the most important content of call 3:
Diving into the Akasha together, supporting each other energetically through our presence
and finding the light of insights, enlightening the shadows.
Journey through the layers of your intention, modifying and/or strengthening your focus.

Week 4: Integration
Merging the shadows with the light of insight into new perspectives
Here the most important content of call 4:
Journey through the Akasha for clearing energetic patterns blocking you from integrating the
shadow aspects into your way of being.
Freeing a whole bunch of potent energy helping you to clear what’s in your way to implement
and fulfill your intention.
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Module 5: Intuition in action
Here the most important content of call 5:
Recapping our journey, the most potent topics and insights around them.
Sharing experiences throughout this weeks together.
Akashic empowering session and wisdom session how to implement the given insights in
your current situation and everyday life, to give your intuition a tangible way of expression.
Giving thanks to the dolphins as our guides.

Optional Bonus:
Shamanic akasha painting of your potential and your unique energy-pattern reactivation,
specifically infused with all wisdom and power to activate your essence fully and to guide you
through the months and even years to come, holding space for insights flowing to you, 999.Euro.
A picture of you merged with the akashic dolphin energy intuitively put together for the bigger
picture of your insights, 55.- Euro.
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